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Follow-up imaging observations of the first detected interstellar comet 2I/Borisov
are presented, which were carried out with the Schmidt-Teleskop-Kamera at the
University Observatory Jena in 11 observing epochs in October and November
2019. The orbital solution of the comet, derived from the obtained astromet-
ric measurements, confirms its highly eccentric (푒 = 3.3570 ± 0.0006) and
inclined (푖 = 44.0524 ± 0.0004 ◦) orbit, that proves the interstellar origin of the
comet. According to our best-fitting orbital solution, comet 2I/Borisov reaches its
perihelion on 2019 Dec 8 (푞 = 2.0066 au) and its closest encounter with Earth on
2019 Dec 28 (Δmin = 1.9368 au). The distance corrected brightness of the nucleus of
the comet clearly exhibits a linear correlation with its phase angle. The slope of this
correlation indicates the activity of the comet, which is also detected in deep imag-
ing data, taken in 5 observing epochs, showing the coma and the tail of the comet.
During our observing campaign the coma of comet 2I/Borisov exhibits on average a
diameter of (4.57 ± 0.38) ⋅ 104 km, and the length of the tail of the comet measures
(1.52 ± 0.12) ⋅ 105 km, assuming an anti-solar orientation.
KEYWORDS:
comets: individual 2I/Borisov = C/2019 Q4 (Borisov)
1 INTRODUCTION
The vast majority of small bodies, detected in the solar system,
revolve around the Sun on low eccentric orbits mainly within
the asteroid belt between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, and in
the Kuiper belt beyond the outer ice giant Neptune. In addition,
also minor bodies on closed but highly eccentric orbits with
orbital eccentricities 푒 > 0.9 were found in the solar system.
Most of these objects are comets, among them 1P/Halley (푒 ∼
0.97), whose periodic reappearance in the inner solar system
was first noticed by Edmund Halley in 1705.
Minor bodies were also detected on open (i.e. parabolic or
hyperbolic) orbits around the Sun, and almost all of them are
comets. According to the JPL Small-Body Database Browser
of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 230 such objects are known
†Based on observations obtained with telescopes of the University Observatory
Jena, which is operated by the Astrophysical Institute of the Friedrich-Schiller-
University.
due to the end of November 2019, which exhibit significantly
hyperbolic orbits (푒 − 3휎(푒) ≥ 1). These minor bodies mainly
originate from the Oort cloud. Either they are scattered by
close stellar flybys on hyperbolic orbits towards the Sun, or
they are long periodic comets on highly eccentric orbits, whose
eccentricity is then excited during close encounters with the
giant planets in the solar system. According to Laughlin &
Batygin (2017), for a planet to effectively act as gravitational
perturber of small bodies, the ratio between the escape velocity
from its surface and its average orbital velocity must signif-
icantly exceed unity. In general, all four giant planets of the
solar system can cause gravitational perturbations on the orbits
of minor bodies, which even can lead to their ejection from
the solar system, with Jupiter and Neptune being the most
important gravitational perturbers.
Indeed, the two most eccentric objects, known in the solar
system before 2017, namely the comets C/1980 E1 (푒 =
1.058), and C/1997 P2 (푒 = 1.028) both went through close
encounters (within a distance of 0.7 au) with Jupiter several
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months prior to their perihelion passage, when their eccen-
tricities were significantly excited. In the case of C/1980 E1,
in addition to its close flyby at Jupiter, the comet also passed
before Saturn within a distance of 3 au. This extraordinary
double encounter resulted in the strongest planetary perturba-
tion, observed so far among minor objects on near parabolic
orbits. After its close encounter with Jupiter C/1980 E1, which
revolved the Sun originally on a highly eccentric orbit, was
ejected from the solar system (Everhart & Marsden, 1983).
According to Higuchi & Kokubo (2019), minor bodies on
hyperbolic orbits with sufficiently small eccentricities but wide
perihelion distances are most probably scattered objects from
the Oort cloud, while minor objects with significantly larger
eccentricities should be of interstellar origin in particular if
close encounters with the giant planets can be excluded.
This holds for C/2017 U1, which was discovered in Octo-
ber 2017 (MPEC 2017-U181) and was identified first as comet
but later be reclassified as asteroid A/2017 U1, as no coma
or tail was detected in very deep imaging data (MPEC 2017-
U183). This asteroid revolves around the Sun on a highly
eccentric (푒 ∼ 1.2) and inclined (푖 ∼ 123 ◦) orbit with a
perihelion distance of only 푞 ∼ 0.26 au. Due to its high eccen-
tricity and because close encounters with giant planets can be
excluded based on its orbital characteristics, the asteroid was
classified as an interstellar object and named accordingly as
1I/2017 U1 (alias 1I/‘Oumuamua), using the new small-body
designation I, introduced by the international astronomical
union for confirmed interstellar objects (MPEC 2017-V17).
Another intriguing object in this context is the comet
C/2019 Q4 (Borisov), which was just recently detected at the
end of August 2019 (MPEC 2019-R106). Already an early
orbit determination, based on observations taken until mid of
September 2019, which are distributed along an arc with a
length of only about 6.1◦, could prove the high orbital eccen-
tricity (푒 ∼ 3.1) of this comet, which revolves around the Sun
on an orbit, which is highly inclined (푖 ∼ 45 ◦) to the ecliptic.
According to this early orbital solution, the comet is expected
to reach its perihelionmid ofDecember 2019 at a solar distance
of 푞 ∼ 1.9 au.
Because of its high orbital inclination and close perihe-
lion distance significant gravitational perturbations from the
giant planets in the solar system can be ruled out for this
comet, whose high eccentricity then confirms its interstel-
lar origin. Therefore, the Minor Planet Center assigned to it
the designation 2I/Borisov (MPEC 2019-S72). In contrast to
1I/‘Oumuamua comet 2I/Borisov was detected several months
prior to its perihelion passage, which allows follow-up obser-
vations to study the properties of this intriguing object in its
pre- but also post-perihelion orbital phase.
Therefore, we have started an imaging campaign of comet
2I/Borisov at the University Observatory Jena (Pfau, 1984) in
order to study its astrometric and photometric properties, as
well as its morphology during several weeks, while the comet
remained observable from the location of the observatory.
In the following section of this paper we present the imaging
observations of comet 2I/Borisov, which could be taken in the
course of our imaging campaign, during several nights in Octo-
ber and November 2019 at the University Observatory Jena.
The obtained astrometric data, as well as the derived orbital
solution of the comet are presented in section 3. In the follow-
ing section the photometry of the nucleus of comet 2I/Borisov
is summarized for all observing epochs. The morphology of
the comet, captured in deep imaging data, taken in the course
of our observing campaign, is presented in section 5. Finally,
all the results, derived from our imaging observations of comet
2I/Borisov, are discussed in the last section of this paper.
2 IMAGING OBSERVATIONS OF COMET
2I/BORISOV
We have observed comet 2I/Borisov at the University Obser-
vatory Jena with the Schmidt-Teleskop-Kamera (STK from
hereon, Mugrauer & Berthold, 2010), operated at the 90 cm-
reflector telescope of the observatory in its Schmidt-focus
(퐷 = 60 cm, 푓∕퐷 = 3). The observations were carried out
after an optimized focussing of the instrument in the Bessell
R-band with detector integration times (퐷퐼푇 ) of 60 s, but
mainly 120 s. The exposure time was chosen according to the
given sky brightness (mainly dependant on the angular dis-
tance between the comet and the moon, and the lunar phase),
as well as on the proper motion of the comet. The details of the
observations for all observing epochs are summarized in the
observation log file, shown in Tab. 1.
Due to the position of the comet relative to the Sun, the
observations always had to be carried out at a high airmass
(2.4 to 1.6) but could be completed in most of the observ-
ing epochs before the beginning of the astronomical twilight.
Because of the lower elevation of the target during the obser-
vations the atmospheric seeing at the position of the target on
the sky ranged between 3.9 up to 4.9 arcsec (median value of
4.3 arcsec). The seeing was determined by measuring the full-
width-at-half maximum (퐹푊퐻푀) of background stars (i.e.
of point spread functions), detected in the STK images.
In total 202 images could be taken with the STK during
our observing campaign of comet 2I/Borisov, which results
in 367min of total integration time on the target. In 179
of all STK images the astrometry and photometry of the
comet could be measured. The remaining 23 STK images
were rejected from the astrometric and photometric analysis
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TABLE 1 Observation log file. The dates of all observing
epochs are listed together with the used detector integration
time 퐷퐼푇 , the number 푁 of images taken in total, the con-
ditions of the sky at the location of the target, the range of
the airmass of the target during the observations, as well as
the average 퐹푊퐻푀 of background star, detected in the STK
images.
Date 퐷퐼푇 푁 sky air- 퐹푊퐻푀
2019 [s] condition mass [arcsec]
Oct 09 120 22 clear 2.4 - 1.9 4.8
Oct 22 60 37 thin 2.1 - 1.7 3.9
Oct 26 120 6 thin 1.9 - 1.8 4.2
Oct 28 120 22 clear 2.1 - 1.7 4.6
Oct 30 120 10 thin 1.8 - 1.6 3.9
Oct 31 120 17 clear 2.0 - 1.8 3.9
Nov 01 120 34 clear 2.0 - 1.6 4.8
Nov 10 120 17 clear 2.1 - 1.8 4.0
Nov 14 120 6 clear 2.1 - 2.0 4.8
Nov 19 120 11 clear 2.2 - 2.1 4.3
Nov 23 120 20 clear 2.1 - 1.9 4.9
of comet 2I/Borisov. In these images the target was either
detected at too low signal-to-noise-ratio (푆푁푅) due to some
thicker cirrus clouds, which passed through the STK field of
view during the observations, or bright background stars or
satellite trails were located too close to the position of the
comet, so that their fluxes significantly affect the astrometry
and photometry of the comet.
All STK images were reduced with darks and domeflats,
which were always taken during twilight at the beginning or
end of each observing night. The data reduction was done with
the STK-PIPELINE, a software, based on ESO-ECLIPSE (Devil-
lard, 2001), which was developed at the Astrophysical Institute
Jena for the immediate reduction and quality checks of STK
data already during the night time operation at the University
Observatory Jena.
The astrometrical calibration of all STK images was
achieved with the software ASTROMETRICA, using reference
stars from the Gaia DR2 catalogue (Gaia Collaboration et al.,
2018), which is nowadays the best choice according to the
number of reference stars with highly accurate astrometric
positions available on the whole sky. Stars with G-band mag-
nitudes in the range between 15 and 18mag were selected, to
assure that a sufficiently large number of stars are detectable in
each STK image with 푆푁푅 > 10, needed to achieve an accu-
rate astrometrical calibration of the images. The derived pixel
scale of the STK detector for all observing epochs is 푃푆 =
1.5466 ± 0.0004mas/pixel (consistent with the value obtained
by Mugrauer & Berthold, 2010) with a detector position angle
of 퐷푃퐴 = −1.632 ± 0.036 ◦ (to be added to a measured posi-
tion angle on the detector, to obtain the real position angle on
the sky).
The astrometrical position of the comet was determined in
all STK images by measuring the position of the barycen-
ter of light of its nucleus. On average, the position of comet
2I/Borisov could be determined with an astrometric accuracy
of about 0.3 arcsec, which corresponds to about 1∕5 pixel of
the STK detector.
According to Baraffe, Chabrier, Allard, &Hauschildt (1998)
and Jordi et al. (2010), the R- and G-band magnitudes of
stars best match with each other within a wide range of color.
Therefore, as all observations were carried out in the Bessell
R-band, for the photometric calibration of the STK images
the G-band magnitudes of the selected reference stars from
the Gaia DR2 catalogue were used, to derive the photometric
zero-points. The photometric measurements of the nucleus of
the comet were performed with aperture photometry. Thereby,
the aperture radius was chosen to maximize the photometric
accuracy, which was achieved for a radius equal to the average
퐹푊퐻푀 of background stars, detected in the STK images.
The photometry of the core of the comet is found to be sta-
ble during individual observing epochs on the reached level
of photometric precision, which ranges between 0.05mag and
0.17mag, depending on the sky conditions during the obser-
vations. Under a clear sky Δ퐺 < 0.1mag is reached, while
the photometric uncertainty exceeds 0.1mag for observations
taken through thin cirrus clouds.
3 ASTROMETRY AND ORBIT
DETERMINATION OF COMET 2I/BORISOV
In total, 179 astrometric measurements of comet 2I/Borisov,
could be obtained from our STK imaging observations, which
were carried out within a span of time of 45 days in the course
of our observing campaign at the University Observatory Jena.
The astrometric positions of the comet are distributed along
an arc with a length of about 33.1 ◦ and are summarized in the
appendix of this paper in Tab. A1.
The orbit of comet 2I/Borisov was derived by least squares
fitting of an orbital solution on the given STK astrometry of
the comet, taking into account all planets, as well as the Moon,
and Pluto as gravitational perturbers. The orbit determina-
tion was performed with the widely used software FIND_ORB.
The obtained best-fitting orbital solution exhibits a root-mean-
square value (RMS) of 0.352 arcsec, well consistent with the
accuracy of the STK astrometry of the comet (0.33 arcsec, on
average), reached in the individual observing epochs. The posi-
tion of the comet on the sky in all observing epochs together
with the derived best-fitting orbital solution, are illustrated in
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the skychart, shown in Fig. 1, which is drawnwith the software
CARTES DU CIEL V3.1.
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FIGURE 1 The path (black line) of comet 2I/Borisov on the
sky during our imaging campaign, carried out at the University
Observatory Jena, according to the best-fitting orbital solution
of the comet, based on its STK astrometry from 11 observing
epochs, which are illustrated with white circles. The path of
the comet is shown for the range of time between 2019 Oct
8 and Nov 24, both at 0UT. During our observing campaign
the comet moved southwards crossing the constellations Leo,
Sextans, and eventually reached the constellation Crater. In this
skychart East is to the left, and North is to the top.
The orbital elements of the derived best-fitting orbital solu-
tion of comet 2I/Borisov are listed with their uncertainties in
Tab. 2.
The orbital properties of comet 2I/Borisov during
the individual observing epochs, derived with our best-
fitting orbital solution of the comet, are summarized in
Tab. 3. During our imaging campaign the distance Δ of the
comet to Earth decreased from 2.9 au to 2.1 au, while its
solar distance 푟 only slightly decreased from 2.4 au to 2.0 au.
During its approach to Earth and Sun, the phase angle of the
comet increased from 19.7 ◦ to 27.4 ◦. The proper motion of
the comet speeded up from 1.6 arcsec/min to 2.1 arcsec/min.
Hence, it is not significantly detectable in individual STK
TABLE 2 The orbital elements (for heliocentric ecliptic
J 2000) of the best-fitting (푅푀푆 = 0.352 arcsec) orbital
solution of comet 2I/Borisov, based on 179 astrometric mea-
surements, which are distributed along an arc with a length of
about 33.1 ◦, obtained from STK imaging data, taken between
2019 Oct 9 and Nov 23.
Epoch 2019 Nov 1 (JD 2458788.5)
푇 2019 Dec 8.555 ± 0.002
푞 [au] 2.00657 ± 0.00008
푒 3.3570 ± 0.0006
푖 [◦] 44.0524 ± 0.0004
휔 [◦] 209.1256 ± 0.0007
Ω [◦] 308.1484 ± 0.0009
images as it always remains smaller than the typical 퐹푊퐻푀
of point-like sources, which were detected in these images.
TABLE 3 The orbital properties of comet 2I/Borisov, for all
observing epochs, as derived from the best-fitting orbital solu-
tion of the comet, based on its STK astrometry. The distanceΔ
of the comet to Earth, its solar distance 푟, phase angle 휙, and
proper motion 휇 are listed together with the Julian date of all
observing epochs.
JD−2450000 Δ [au] 푟 [au] 휙 [◦] 휇 [arcsec∕min]
8765.63414 2.8530 2.4118 19.7 1.6
8778.64934 2.6011 2.2655 22.3 1.7
8782.65404 2.5290 2.2259 23.0 1.8
8784.65645 2.4940 2.2071 23.4 1.8
8786.68442 2.4594 2.1888 23.8 1.8
8787.65939 2.4431 2.1803 23.9 1.8
8788.67136 2.4263 2.1716 24.1 1.9
8797.67104 2.2875 2.1035 25.6 2.0
8801.66482 2.2323 2.0786 26.2 2.0
8806.66985 2.1691 2.0524 26.9 2.1
8810.70262 2.1233 2.0355 27.4 2.1
4 PHOTOMETRY OF COMET
2I/BORISOV
The apparent G-band magnitudes of the nucleus of comet
2I/Borisov, as measured in our STK images, are summarized
in Tab. 4 for all observing epochs of our imaging campaign.
On average, the core of comet 2I/Borisov exhibits an apparent
G-band magnitude of퐺 = 17.34±0.07mag and no significant
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changes of brightness were detected neither during individual
observing epochs nor within the whole span of time, covered
by our STK imaging campaign.
TABLE 4 The G-band photometry of the nucleus of comet
2I/Borisov for all observing epochs of our STK imaging cam-
paign.
JD−2450000 퐺 [mag]
8765.63414 17.48 ± 0.09
8778.64934 17.37 ± 0.17
8782.65404 17.37 ± 0.10
8784.65645 17.30 ± 0.06
8786.68442 17.30 ± 0.15
8787.65939 17.29 ± 0.08
8788.67136 17.37 ± 0.07
8797.67104 17.28 ± 0.05
8801.66482 17.36 ± 0.06
8806.66985 17.36 ± 0.09
8810.70262 17.22 ± 0.09
5 MORPHOLOGY OF COMET
2I/BORISOV
Beside its astrometry and photometry we also have studied
the morphology of comet 2I/Borisov in deep imaging obser-
vations, which could be taken in 5 observing epochs (namely
on Oct 9, 28, 31, Nov 1, and 10) in dark time (i.e. the moon
was below the horizon, and the observations were carried out
before the beginning of the astronomical twilight) during clear
sky conditions. All STK images, taken in these observing
epochs, in which the imaging of the comet was not affected by
close stars or satellite trails are combined by averaging (22, 22,
17, 15, and 14 images, respectively) after being shifted to cor-
rect for the motion of the comet throughout the observations.
The obtained deep STK images of comet 2I/Borisov are shown
in Fig. A1. In these images stars appear as trails, whose orien-
tation indicates the direction of the motion of the comet during
the observations. On average, a 푆푁푅 = 5 detection limit of
퐺 = 21.4 ± 0.2mag is reached in our deep STK images of
comet 2I/Borisov, as determined with the Gaia DR2 photom-
etry of the chosen reference stars. The extent of the comet is
determined in all deep STK images by measuring the distri-
bution of all pixels, located around the position of the comet,
which exhibit a flux detection of 푆푁푅 ≥ 5. The coma and
the tail of comet 2I/Borisov are both well resolved in all deep
STK images, whose extents significantly exceed the 퐹푊퐻푀
of stars, detected in these images. The obtained angular diame-
ter of the coma and the apparent length of the tail of the comet,
as detected in all deep STK images, are summarized in Tab. 5.
TABLE 5 The angular diameter of the coma ∅Coma and the
apparent length of the tail ΛTail of comet 2I/Borisov, measured
in all deep STK images, taken in the course of our imaging
campaign of the comet.
JD−2450000 ∅Coma [arcsec] ΛTail [arcsec]
8765.63414 23.2 ± 3.8 25.5 ± 4.2
8784.65645 23.2 ± 3.6 37.9 ± 4.1
8787.65939 23.2 ± 3.1 31.7 ± 3.6
8788.67136 26.3 ± 3.8 34.8 ± 4.2
8797.67104 30.9 ± 3.1 37.1 ± 3.6
6 DISCUSSION
According to the orbital solution, derived with our STK
astrometry, comet 2I/Borisov passes through its perihelion
(푞 = 2.0066 au) on 2019 Dec 8.6 and reaches its closest dis-
tance to Earth (Δmin = 1.9368 au) on 2019 Dec 28.2. The
orbit of the comet is found to be significantly hyperbolic (푒 =
3.3570 ± 0.0006) and inclined to the ecliptic (푖 = 44.0524 ±
0.0004 ◦). Hence, we can confirm the interstellar origin of the
comet, because very close encounters with any of the giant
planets in the solar system, which might have induced the high
orbital eccentricity of the comet, can clearly be ruled out before
its perihelion passage.
The residuals of the derived orbital solution of comet
2I/Borisov are listed in Tab. A1 , and their histograms are
shown in Fig. A2 . The residuals are normal distributed (con-
firmed e.g. with Anderson-Darling tests) as expected, because
the RMS of the orbital solution well agrees with the average
accuracy of the STK astrometry of the comet. In particu-
lar, there are no systematic deviations detected between the
derived orbital solution and the STK astrometry of the comet.
In addition, we have also tested the astrometric motion of
comet 2I/Borisov for non-gravitational effects, as expected
in comets due to the evaporation of their icy surfaces when
approaching the Sun. For this purpose, we have included in
the orbit fitting non-gravitational accelerations in the anti-
solar and transversal directions, described by the parame-
ters 퐴1 and 퐴2. The orbital elements of comet 2I/Borisov,
including non-gravitational effects, were derived again with
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FIND_ORB, and are summarized in Tab. 6. The orbital solu-
tion with included non-gravitational accelerations exhibits a
푅푀푆 = 0.348 arcsec, which is only slightly smaller than the
RMS of the standard orbital solution, taking into account only
gravitational perturbers (see above). The orbital elements of
both solutions do not significantly differ from each other, and
the obtained non-gravitational accelerations of the comet are
퐴1 = (−7.2 ± 3.96) ⋅ 10−7 au/day2, and 퐴2 = (1.04 ± 0.45) ⋅
10−6 au/day2, respectively. Therefore, we conclude that there
is no statistical evidence (푆푁푅 > 3) for non-gravitational
effects that have significantly altered the motion of comet
2I/Borisov during our observing campaign.
TABLE 6 Orbital elements of comet 2I/Borisov (for helio-
centric ecliptic J 2000) of the best-fitting orbital solution,
including non-gravitational effects.
Epoch 2019 Nov 1 (JD 2458788.5)
푇 2019 Dec 8.52 ± 0.02
푞[au] 2.0075 ± 0.0004
푒 3.362 ± 0.002
푖 [◦] 44.044 ± 0.004
휔 [◦] 209.10 ± 0.02
Ω [◦] 308.155 ± 0.003
퐴1 [au∕day2] (−7.20 ± 3.96) ⋅ 10−7
퐴2 [au∕day2] (1.04 ± 0.45) ⋅ 10−6
The STK photometry of the nucleus of comet 2I/Borisov, as
measured in our STK images, is found to be stable throughout
our observing campaign, although the location of the comet
relative to the Sun and Earth has significantly changed between
our first and last observing epoch. The distance-corrected pho-
tometry of the nucleus of comet 2I/Borisov is shown in Fig. 2
for all observing epochs, dependant on its phase angle 휙. The
distances 푟 to Sun and Δ to Earth, as well as the phase angle
휙, are all obtained from our best-fitting orbital solution of
the comet. The distance-corrected photometry of the nucleus
of comet 2I/Borisov clearly exhibits a linear correlation with
its phase angle (correlation coefficient of 푅 = 0.975, and
푃 < 0.0001 for the t-test of zero-slope), which is indicated
with a dashed line in Fig. 2.
According to Jewitt & Meech (1988), the apparent mag-
nitude 푚 of the nucleus of a comet, which is observed from
the distance Δ while being located at a solar distance 푟, is
described by
푚 = 퐻 + 5 log(Δ푟) + Φ (1)
with its absolute magnitude퐻 , i.e. the apparent magnitude of
the nucleus, as seen from the Sun at a distance of 1 au, and
the phase function Φ = 훽휙, with 훽 the linear phase function
coefficient.
The linear fitting of the distance-corrected STK photom-
etry of the nucleus of comet 2I/Borisov as a function of its
phase angle, yields an absolute magnitude of 퐻 = 11.1 ±
0.2mag, and a linear phase function coefficient 훽 = 0.111 ±
0.008mag/deg.
The radius of the nucleus can be derived with its absolute
magnitude 퐻 , its geometric albedo 퐴, as well as the apparent
magnitude of the Sun (here in the G-band) 푚⊙ = −26.9mag
(Casagrande & VandenBerg, 2018)
푅 = 1 au 10(푚⊙−퐻)∕5√
퐴
(2)
Assuming a geometric albedo of퐴 = 0.04, which corresponds
to the median value found for comets of the Jupiter family
(Kokotanekova et al., 2017), we obtain for the nucleus of comet
2I/Borisov a radius of 푅 = 18.8 ± 1.7 km. This result should,
however, be considered as an upper limit of the radius because
the geometric albedo of the nucleus could be larger, and fur-
thermore the comet was active during our imaging campaign.
On the one hand, the activity of the nucleus of the comet is
indicated by its phase function coefficient, which is steeper
than the one expected for an inactive core of a comet, e.g.
훽 = 0.046mag/deg, which is the median value of inactive
comets of the Jupiter-family (Kokotanekova et al., 2017). On
the other hand, the activity of the nucleus can also be seen
in the morphology of the comet, which was recorded in our
deep STK images. The coma and the tail of comet 2I/Borisov
are both well resolved in these images, which exhibit extents
(detected at 푆푁푅 ≥ 5) that significantly exceed the 퐹푊퐻푀
of detected background stars (i.e. of point spread functions).
Finally, the analysis of the morphology of comet 2I/Borisov
allows the characterization of the geometry of its coma and
tail. The diameter DComa of the coma of the comet can be deter-
mined from its apparent diameter∅Coma, measured in our deep
STK images, and its distance Δ to Earth during the observa-
tions, known from the derived best-fitting orbital solution of
the comet
DComa = 2Δ sin
(1
2
∅Coma
)
(3)
By adopting an anti-solar orientation, the length of the tail of
the comet can be derived with its apparent length ΛTail, mea-
sured in our deep STK images, the distance Δ of the comet
to Earth, as well as its phase angle 휙 during the observations,
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FIGURE 2 The distance corrected G-band magnitude of the
nucleus of comet 2I/Borisov for all STK observing epochs,
plotted versus its phase angle 휙, as determined with the best-
fitting orbital solution of the comet, based on our STK astrom-
etry. The distance-corrected photometry of the nucleus clearly
exhibits a linear correlation with its phase angle (dashed line).
both determined with the derived best-fitting orbital solution
of the comet
LTail = Δ sin(ΛTail)sin(휙 − ΛTail) (4)
The obtained diameter of the coma of comet 2I/Borisov, and
the length of its tail, are summarized for all deep STK imaging
observations in Tab. 7. The diameter of the coma, as well as
the length of the tail of the comet, do not significantly vary
within the span of time, covered by our deep STK imaging
observations. On average, the comet exhibits a coma with a
diameter of (4.57 ± 0.38) ⋅ 104 km and a tail with a length of
(1.52 ± 0.12) ⋅ 105 km, assuming that it is orientated in the
anti-solar direction.
TABLE 7 The diameter of the coma of comet 2I/Borisov
and the length of its tail, derived from all deep STK imag-
ing observations, taken during our observing campaign of the
comet.
JD−2450000 DComa [104 km] LTail [105 km]
8765.63414 4.80 ± 0.79 1.57 ± 0.26
8784.65645 4.20 ± 0.65 1.73 ± 0.19
8787.65939 4.11 ± 0.55 1.39 ± 0.16
8788.67136 4.63 ± 0.67 1.50 ± 0.18
8797.67104 5.13 ± 0.51 1.43 ± 0.14
Further observations of comet 2I/Borisov, which have to
be carried out preferably from the southern hemisphere, will
show how the activity of the comet will evolve, especially after
its perihelion passage. According to our orbital solution and
photometric analysis of comet 2I/Borisov, after its perihelion
passage on 2019 Dec 8 the comet will always be located on
the sky southward of Dec = −18 ◦, and the apparent bright-
ness of its nucleus should continuously decrease after January
2020. However, follow-up observations of the comet with a
few minutes of integration time should be feasible until mid
of May 2020 at 1m class telescopes, which are equipped with
state-of-the-art CCD detectors.
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APPENDIX A: STK DEEP IMAGING
OBSERVATIONS AND ASTROMETRY OF
COMET 2I/BORISOV
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FIGUREA1 Deep STK images of comet 2I/Borisov, taken in dark time and during clear sky conditions in 5 observing epochs in
October and November 2019. These images are the averages of STK frames, taken in each observing epoch, which were shifted
before the averaging to correct for the motion of the comet during the observations. The direction of the motion of the comet
is indicated with a black arrow. On Oct 28 the asteroid (1034) Mozartia, named after Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, is detected
about 1 arcmin east of comet 2I/Borisov. Due to its proper motion, the asteroid appears as a trail, whose orientation differs from
that of the background stars. The image scaling is shown in each deep STK image, determined with the pixel scale of the STK
detector and the distance Δ of the comet to Earth during the observations, derived with the best-fitting orbital solution of the
comet. Both coma and tail of comet 2I/Borisov are clearly detected in all deep STK images. The apparent length of the tail of
the comet (detected at 푆푁푅 ≥ 5) is illustrated with length indicators in all images.
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TABLE A1 STK astrometry of comet 2I/Borisov. The equatorial coordinates of the comet, measured in the STK images, are
listed together with the residuals of the best-fitting orbital solution of the comet, derived with these astrometric measurements.
Date RA Dec RA (O − C) Dec (O − C)
yyyy mm dd.ddddd [hh mm ss.sss] [dd mm ss.ss] [arcsec] [arcsec]
2019 10 09.11796 09 41 24.480 +19 42 18.04 +0.08 −0.26
2019 10 09.11950 09 41 24.645 +19 42 15.58 +0.02 −0.24
2019 10 09.12103 09 41 24.842 +19 42 12.91 +0.42 −0.45
2019 10 09.12257 09 41 24.977 +19 42 10.89 −0.08 +0.01
2019 10 09.12411 09 41 25.148 +19 42 08.27 −0.06 −0.14
2019 10 09.12564 09 41 25.305 +19 42 05.75 −0.22 −0.19
2019 10 09.12718 09 41 25.495 +19 42 03.53 +0.06 +0.06
2019 10 09.12870 09 41 25.651 +19 42 00.73 −0.10 −0.29
2019 10 09.13024 09 41 25.831 +19 41 58.09 +0.04 −0.45
2019 10 09.13177 09 41 25.985 +19 41 55.83 −0.16 −0.25
2019 10 09.13331 09 41 26.184 +19 41 53.20 +0.25 −0.40
2019 10 09.13484 09 41 26.306 +19 41 51.32 −0.41 +0.18
2019 10 09.13638 09 41 26.494 +19 41 49.23 −0.15 +0.57
2019 10 09.13791 09 41 26.661 +19 41 46.04 −0.17 −0.16
2019 10 09.13944 09 41 26.861 +19 41 43.54 +0.27 −0.20
2019 10 09.14097 09 41 26.979 +19 41 41.43 −0.44 +0.15
2019 10 09.14251 09 41 27.189 +19 41 38.45 +0.13 −0.35
2019 10 09.14419 09 41 27.380 +19 41 36.49 +0.21 +0.39
2019 10 09.14573 09 41 27.514 +19 41 33.46 −0.29 −0.16
2019 10 09.14726 09 41 27.723 +19 41 30.55 +0.28 −0.60
2019 10 09.14880 09 41 27.854 +19 41 28.59 −0.27 −0.09
2019 10 09.15032 09 41 28.023 +19 41 26.76 −0.25 +0.53
2019 10 22.13286 10 05 13.746 +13 22 03.67 +0.03 −0.67
2019 10 22.13372 10 05 13.799 +13 22 01.95 −0.56 −0.76
2019 10 22.13456 10 05 13.870 +13 22 01.27 −0.86 +0.15
2019 10 22.13542 10 05 14.066 +13 22 00.14 +0.64 +0.65
2019 10 22.13626 10 05 14.104 +13 21 58.52 −0.14 +0.62
2019 10 22.13878 10 05 14.424 +13 21 53.25 +0.54 +0.13
2019 10 22.15066 10 05 15.656 +13 21 30.66 −0.31 +0.06
2019 10 22.15150 10 05 15.773 +13 21 29.45 +0.07 +0.44
2019 10 22.15234 10 05 15.881 +13 21 28.20 +0.32 +0.79
2019 10 22.15318 10 05 15.971 +13 21 26.20 +0.30 +0.38
2019 10 22.15402 10 05 16.029 +13 21 24.44 −0.19 +0.21
2019 10 22.15486 10 05 16.098 +13 21 23.37 −0.51 +0.73
2019 10 22.15569 10 05 16.240 +13 21 20.82 +0.25 −0.24
2019 10 22.15654 10 05 16.291 +13 21 19.29 −0.35 −0.16
2019 10 22.15737 10 05 16.399 +13 21 18.09 −0.09 +0.21
2019 10 22.15822 10 05 16.486 +13 21 15.81 −0.17 −0.45
2019 10 22.15906 10 05 16.569 +13 21 14.74 −0.29 +0.07
2019 10 22.15991 10 05 16.699 +13 21 13.69 +0.27 +0.63
2019 10 22.16076 10 05 16.788 +13 21 11.15 +0.22 −0.30
2019 10 22.16161 10 05 16.875 +13 21 10.15 +0.14 +0.31
2019 10 22.16245 10 05 16.988 +13 21 07.90 +0.46 −0.34
2019 10 22.16330 10 05 17.006 +13 21 06.96 −0.62 +0.33
2019 10 22.16414 10 05 17.144 +13 21 04.57 +0.06 −0.47
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TABLE A1 continued
Date RA Dec RA (O − C) Dec (O − C)
yyyy mm dd.ddddd [hh mm ss.sss] [dd mm ss.ss] [arcsec] [arcsec]
2019 10 22.16499 10 05 17.271 +13 21 03.65 +0.57 +0.22
2019 10 22.16583 10 05 17.319 +13 21 01.93 −0.06 +0.10
2019 10 26.14944 10 12 30.760 +11 11 53.69 +0.30 −0.57
2019 10 26.15097 10 12 30.876 +11 11 52.09 −0.43 +0.87
2019 10 26.15405 10 12 31.269 +11 11 45.36 +0.46 +0.26
2019 10 26.15865 10 12 31.694 +11 11 35.56 −0.59 −0.39
2019 10 28.14111 10 16 06.608 +10 05 02.23 +0.05 −0.20
2019 10 28.14265 10 16 06.794 +10 04 58.96 +0.35 −0.34
2019 10 28.14418 10 16 06.944 +10 04 55.76 +0.13 −0.42
2019 10 28.14572 10 16 07.087 +10 04 53.39 −0.21 +0.34
2019 10 28.14725 10 16 07.270 +10 04 49.75 +0.06 −0.19
2019 10 28.14877 10 16 07.453 +10 04 46.45 +0.35 −0.39
2019 10 28.15031 10 16 07.586 +10 04 43.58 −0.14 −0.13
2019 10 28.15184 10 16 07.782 +10 04 40.66 +0.32 +0.07
2019 10 28.15338 10 16 07.909 +10 04 37.81 −0.25 +0.35
2019 10 28.15491 10 16 08.111 +10 04 34.78 +0.30 +0.44
2019 10 28.15645 10 16 08.238 +10 04 31.35 −0.27 +0.15
2019 10 28.15799 10 16 08.401 +10 04 27.84 −0.31 −0.23
2019 10 28.15951 10 16 08.607 +10 04 25.35 +0.31 +0.38
2019 10 28.16105 10 16 08.765 +10 04 21.46 +0.20 −0.38
2019 10 28.16258 10 16 08.946 +10 04 18.25 +0.44 −0.47
2019 10 28.16412 10 16 09.036 +10 04 16.47 −0.68 +0.88
2019 10 28.16566 10 16 09.239 +10 04 12.87 −0.12 +0.42
2019 10 28.16719 10 16 09.408 +10 04 10.12 −0.06 +0.78
2019 10 28.16873 10 16 09.572 +10 04 06.60 −0.08 +0.40
2019 10 28.17027 10 16 09.778 +10 04 03.20 +0.51 +0.14
2019 10 28.17179 10 16 09.891 +10 04 00.22 −0.23 +0.25
2019 10 30.16708 10 19 45.549 +08 55 26.54 −0.20 +0.15
2019 10 30.16862 10 19 45.696 +08 55 22.89 −0.47 −0.29
2019 10 30.17016 10 19 45.872 +08 55 19.84 −0.31 −0.13
2019 10 30.17169 10 19 46.097 +08 55 16.09 +0.59 −0.69
2019 10 30.17323 10 19 46.260 +08 55 13.50 +0.56 −0.07
2019 10 30.19561 10 19 48.632 +08 54 27.22 +0.16 +0.29
2019 10 30.19715 10 19 48.772 +08 54 24.11 −0.21 +0.39
2019 10 30.19869 10 19 48.985 +08 54 20.37 +0.50 −0.14
2019 10 30.20022 10 19 49.121 +08 54 17.11 +0.09 −0.21
2019 10 30.20176 10 19 49.253 +08 54 14.63 −0.40 +0.52
2019 10 31.14708 10 21 31.309 +08 21 11.45 +0.54 −0.35
2019 10 31.14862 10 21 31.482 +08 21 08.57 +0.66 +0.02
2019 10 31.15015 10 21 31.632 +08 21 05.41 +0.45 +0.08
2019 10 31.15168 10 21 31.741 +08 21 02.75 −0.36 +0.64
2019 10 31.15476 10 21 32.108 +08 20 55.69 +0.18 +0.07
2019 10 31.15630 10 21 32.258 +08 20 52.31 −0.04 −0.07
2019 10 31.15785 10 21 32.414 +08 20 49.06 −0.19 −0.05
2019 10 31.15939 10 21 32.598 +08 20 45.79 +0.09 −0.08
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TABLE A1 continued
Date RA Dec RA (O − C) Dec (O − C)
yyyy mm dd.ddddd [hh mm ss.sss] [dd mm ss.ss] [arcsec] [arcsec]
2019 10 31.16093 10 21 32.751 +08 20 42.80 −0.08 +0.18
2019 10 31.16247 10 21 32.928 +08 20 39.44 +0.09 +0.06
2019 10 31.16400 10 21 33.084 +08 20 36.28 −0.02 +0.13
2019 10 31.16554 10 21 33.262 +08 20 32.69 +0.17 −0.22
2019 10 31.16708 10 21 33.412 +08 20 30.14 −0.05 +0.48
2019 10 31.16862 10 21 33.576 +08 20 26.60 −0.06 +0.18
2019 10 31.17015 10 21 33.749 +08 20 23.03 +0.07 −0.16
2019 10 31.17169 10 21 33.902 +08 20 20.20 −0.10 +0.25
2019 11 01.14683 10 23 18.987 +07 45 52.44 +0.59 −0.21
2019 11 01.14837 10 23 19.122 +07 45 49.08 +0.14 −0.29
2019 11 01.14991 10 23 19.263 +07 45 45.70 −0.21 −0.39
2019 11 01.15145 10 23 19.462 +07 45 42.90 +0.30 +0.09
2019 11 01.15299 10 23 19.582 +07 45 39.43 −0.37 −0.10
2019 11 01.15453 10 23 19.777 +07 45 36.76 +0.08 +0.51
2019 11 01.15606 10 23 19.976 +07 45 33.09 +0.61 +0.10
2019 11 01.15760 10 23 20.111 +07 45 29.66 +0.17 −0.05
2019 11 01.15914 10 23 20.237 +07 45 26.31 −0.41 −0.12
2019 11 01.16068 10 23 20.436 +07 45 23.76 +0.10 +0.62
2019 11 01.16222 10 23 20.599 +07 45 20.56 +0.07 +0.70
2019 11 01.16376 10 23 20.751 +07 45 17.06 −0.11 +0.48
2019 11 01.16530 10 23 20.960 +07 45 13.06 +0.54 −0.24
2019 11 01.16683 10 23 21.122 +07 45 09.64 +0.52 −0.40
2019 11 01.16837 10 23 21.270 +07 45 06.00 +0.27 −0.76
2019 11 01.16990 10 23 21.438 +07 45 03.25 +0.34 −0.25
2019 11 01.17756 10 23 22.233 +07 44 46.79 −0.02 −0.39
2019 11 01.17910 10 23 22.426 +07 44 43.59 +0.41 −0.31
2019 11 01.18063 10 23 22.569 +07 44 39.94 +0.10 −0.70
2019 11 01.18215 10 23 22.743 +07 44 37.48 +0.27 +0.08
2019 11 01.18369 10 23 22.917 +07 44 33.62 +0.41 −0.50
2019 11 01.18524 10 23 23.021 +07 44 30.57 −0.50 −0.24
2019 11 01.18677 10 23 23.223 +07 44 27.29 +0.07 −0.26
2019 11 01.18831 10 23 23.362 +07 44 24.79 −0.31 +0.52
2019 11 01.18984 10 23 23.583 +07 44 20.95 +0.54 −0.06
2019 11 01.19138 10 23 23.680 +07 44 17.93 −0.46 +0.20
2019 11 01.19291 10 23 23.919 +07 44 14.24 +0.66 −0.23
2019 11 01.19444 10 23 24.030 +07 44 11.62 −0.12 +0.41
2019 11 01.19598 10 23 24.246 +07 44 08.01 +0.65 +0.09
2019 11 10.15568 10 39 22.114 +02 10 10.23 −0.36 +0.27
2019 11 10.15722 10 39 22.304 +02 10 06.56 +0.05 +0.20
2019 11 10.15875 10 39 22.433 +02 10 02.61 −0.43 −0.17
2019 11 10.16029 10 39 22.627 +02 09 59.20 +0.04 +0.02
2019 11 10.16182 10 39 22.760 +02 09 55.96 −0.38 +0.36
2019 11 10.16334 10 39 22.947 +02 09 51.77 +0.02 −0.28
2019 11 10.16488 10 39 23.095 +02 09 48.78 −0.20 +0.33
2019 11 10.16641 10 39 23.284 +02 09 44.39 +0.22 −0.48
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TABLE A1 continued
Date RA Dec RA (O − C) Dec (O − C)
yyyy mm dd.ddddd [hh mm ss.sss] [dd mm ss.ss] [arcsec] [arcsec]
2019 11 10.16795 10 39 23.426 +02 09 41.22 −0.09 −0.05
2019 11 10.16948 10 39 23.587 +02 09 37.83 −0.09 +0.14
2019 11 10.17101 10 39 23.759 +02 09 33.66 +0.07 −0.45
2019 11 10.17255 10 39 23.935 +02 09 30.58 +0.28 +0.07
2019 11 10.17407 10 39 24.079 +02 09 26.38 +0.03 −0.58
2019 11 10.17561 10 39 24.259 +02 09 23.76 +0.30 +0.41
2019 11 10.17714 10 39 24.410 +02 09 19.62 +0.15 −0.15
2019 11 10.18485 10 39 25.218 +02 09 02.06 +0.08 +0.32
2019 11 10.18639 10 39 25.368 +02 08 58.46 −0.10 +0.32
2019 11 14.16098 10 46 26.158 −00 28 54.11 −0.67 −0.10
2019 11 14.16251 10 46 26.337 −00 28 57.89 −0.38 −0.17
2019 11 14.16405 10 46 26.521 −00 29 01.75 −0.04 −0.29
2019 11 14.16711 10 46 26.826 −00 29 08.80 −0.27 +0.08
2019 11 14.16865 10 46 26.992 −00 29 12.81 −0.20 −0.19
2019 11 19.16215 10 55 11.966 −03 55 25.64 +0.78 −0.22
2019 11 19.16368 10 55 12.130 −03 55 29.46 +0.85 −0.17
2019 11 19.16522 10 55 12.247 −03 55 33.37 +0.21 −0.19
2019 11 19.16675 10 55 12.365 −03 55 36.87 −0.40 +0.18
2019 11 19.16981 10 55 12.738 −03 55 45.22 +0.43 −0.43
2019 11 19.17134 10 55 12.890 −03 55 49.06 +0.33 −0.40
2019 11 19.17288 10 55 13.021 −03 55 52.48 −0.10 +0.07
2019 11 19.17448 10 55 13.161 −03 55 56.45 −0.49 +0.15
2019 11 19.17602 10 55 13.358 −03 56 00.66 +0.07 −0.17
2019 11 19.17755 10 55 13.518 −03 56 04.95 +0.09 −0.59
2019 11 23.18795 11 02 11.687 −06 47 30.32 −0.38 +0.16
2019 11 23.18949 11 02 11.886 −06 47 34.24 +0.22 +0.24
2019 11 23.19102 11 02 12.038 −06 47 38.90 +0.14 −0.44
2019 11 23.19256 11 02 12.206 −06 47 42.15 +0.28 +0.32
2019 11 23.19410 11 02 12.335 −06 47 46.96 −0.15 −0.48
2019 11 23.19564 11 02 12.454 −06 47 49.98 −0.74 +0.50
2019 11 23.19718 11 02 12.614 −06 47 54.22 −0.72 +0.27
2019 11 23.19872 11 02 12.839 −06 47 58.02 +0.28 +0.47
2019 11 23.20025 11 02 12.990 −06 48 02.33 +0.18 +0.14
2019 11 23.20179 11 02 13.127 −06 48 06.14 −0.14 +0.34
2019 11 23.20345 11 02 13.337 −06 48 11.13 +0.45 −0.33
2019 11 23.20499 11 02 13.474 −06 48 14.53 +0.13 +0.27
2019 11 23.20653 11 02 13.625 −06 48 18.64 +0.02 +0.17
2019 11 23.20807 11 02 13.813 −06 48 23.47 +0.46 −0.65
2019 11 23.20961 11 02 13.918 −06 48 26.74 −0.33 +0.08
2019 11 23.21115 11 02 14.121 −06 48 30.70 +0.33 +0.13
2019 11 23.21269 11 02 14.233 −06 48 34.29 −0.36 +0.54
2019 11 23.21422 11 02 14.381 −06 48 38.30 −0.50 +0.51
2019 11 23.21576 11 02 14.590 −06 48 42.40 +0.26 +0.42
2019 11 23.21730 11 02 14.721 −06 48 46.63 −0.15 +0.20
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FIGURE A2 Histograms of the residuals of the derived best-fitting orbital solution of comet 2I/Borisov.
